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For those of you who do not want the bulk or the cost of a large mixing con-
sole in your home studio and prefer to work within your computer, as many
musicians do these days, it is still essential to have control over your signal
routing, especially when it come to monitoring your signals. Most audio inter-
faces do not give you this option, so the team at Presonus have solved all your
hassles and put just about everything you could ever need into one handy
device. Introducing, the Monitor Station, a complete solution to monitor mix-
ing within the home or professional studio.

GAIN CONTROL

This unit takes control of your monitoring needs and puts everything into a
handy unit so you can deal with your signal flow in a logical manner that will
improve your workflow. It allows you to take multiple source signals and split
them to various devices, so you can benefit from more than one pair of moni-
tor speakers and work with headphone mixes simply and efficiently.

THE INS AND THE OUTS OF IT ALL

The Monitor Station has inputs for three separate stereo signals, two on
6.5mm jacks and one on RCA connections for a phono signal. You can also run

a talkback microphone into the unit on an XLR for easy contact between the

control room and studio or for laying notes down in your recording. If you
don’t want to use an external microphone, there is one built into the top
panel for quick talkback operation. The Monitor Station allows for three sepa-
rate monitor speaker sends so you can use multiple monitors as well as a cue
and master output. All these connections are kept at the back of the unit,
with four headphone outputs, all with separate volume pots, located on the
top face of the Monitor Station. Each headphone send can be sourced from
either the main or the cue mix, allow you to send different signals to different
headphones.

SIGNAL FLOW

The top panel allows you to take control of all you audio signals. There are
buttons to select the input source for both the cue and master sends and a
mono switch to allow you to hear the stereo spread effectively. You have
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three buttons to select the speakers you wish to send the signal to with each
of these send having their one independent volume control. To further
improve you options when mixing, there is a dim button, with a volume con-
trol to set the dim level so you can hear your mix at a lower level and listen
for anything that stands out when not at higher volumes. A mute button
allows you to completely cut off all signals, making it easy to adjust your
setup when recording in the same room and not wanting to cause unwanted
feedback. There is a large knob located in the very centre of the unit to allow
you complete control over your master volume and so makes listening volumes
easily adjustable. Just above this you also get an LED meter section to show

you volume levels for both left and right signals in your master stereo sound.

The Monitor Station offer you a complete solution to monitor and headphone
mixing that you simply don’t get on most audio interfaces, especially if they
are rack mounted. If you are sick of dealing with software mixing matrixes in
your DAW and just want some real hands on control over you monitoring, the

Presonus Monitor Station is going to save you a lot of time and make your
recording and mixing so much more enjoyable.

By Rob Gee

RRP: $399
Distributor: National Audio Systems
Phone: (03) 9761 5577
Website: www.nationalaudio.com.au
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